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Abstract. Software vendors and software service providers can no longer function without taking the software ecosystem into account. Software vendors presently face three challenges in regards to software ecosystems: they require insight into software ecosystems, they require insight into the possible survival strategies that exist for software ecosystem participants, and they require an overview of possible ways in which the organization can open up to the software ecosystem without losing intellectual property. This paper addresses these needs and provides an overview of the defining characteristics of software ecosystems. To illustrate these defining characteristics two case studies are provided.

1 Introduction

Software vendors no longer function as independent units that can deliver separate products but have become dependent on other software vendors for vital software components and infrastructures, such as operating systems, libraries, component stores, and platforms. Due to quickly changing technology, software vendors resort to virtual integration through alliances to establish networks of influence and interoperability [1]. These networks are called Software Ecosystems (SECOs), a concept that has become vital in explaining the life and death of software vendors.

At present several different definitions exist of the term software ecosystems. Kittlaus and Clough [15] define a software ecosystem as an informal network of (legally independent) units that have a positive influence on the economic success of a software product and benefit from it. Bosch defines a SECO as consisting of the set of software solutions that enable, support, and automate the activities and transactions by the actors in the associated social or business ecosystems and the organizations that provide these solutions [3]. Three concepts stand out: (1) actors, organizations and businesses, (2) networks and social or business ecosystems, and (3) software. In our definition we unify the concept of actors, organizations, and businesses into actors. Furthermore, concepts such as networks and social or business ecosystems only obfuscate the definition, such that sub-definitions are required. Thirdly, software vendors do not stand alone in these networks because they are surrounded with non-software producing organizations, such as integrators, service suppliers, etc. To clarify, the concept
of a software market is introduced. A software market is any one of a variety of different systems, institutions, procedures, social relations and infrastructures whereby persons trade, and software and services are exchanged [18]. Based on these concepts we define a software ecosystem as follows:

**Software ecosystem** - a set of actors functioning as a unit and interacting with a shared market for software and services, together with the relationships among them. These relationships are frequently underpinned by a common technological platform or market and operate through the exchange of information, resources and artifacts [14].

Software ecosystem models can have three scope levels of which examples can be found in figure 1, as discussed in [5]. At each of these scope levels different entities are considered. At the organizational scope level (3), the objects of study are the actors and their relationships. At the SECO scope level (2) the objects of study are the Software Supply Networks (SSNs) and their different relationships. at the SECOs scope level (1) the objects of study are the SECOs themselves, and the relationships among them. At each level different research challenges exist, ranging from the effect of architectural changes on the SECO to the development of overall health metrics for any SECO. These challenges can be further articulated by defining generic properties on the objects of study, which remain similar as we raise the scope levels. A non-exhaustive list of these generic properties contains such properties as (organizational, SECO, or SECOs) health, interaction, performance, inputs, outputs, competition, value sharing and coordination methods. Relatively little literature has treated each of the three different levels.

This paper serves three purposes. First, it specifies the defining external and internal characteristics of SECOs. Second, the paper provides orchestration mechanisms that can be used by software vendors to become more successful and leverage the advantages of SECOs. Finally, two examples of SECOs are used to illustrate how indicators and characteristics can be used to illustrate SECOs and several orchestration techniques are identified. The two example cases have
been unearthed using traditional case study methods [12]. Both case studies were preceded by several meetings and the agreement on a case study protocol. The case studies consisted of three parts: software study, several interviews, and document study. The case study reports were reviewed by colleagues and a subgroup from the interviewees.

This paper continues with an explanation of how SECOs can be viewed from the outside. In section 3 the internal characteristics of SECOs are discussed, including a discussion on the health of a SECO. In section 4 insight is provided into the measures that software vendors can take to open up their businesses to the SECO and several orchestration techniques are provided for keystones looking to grow and develop their SECOs. Finally, in sections 5 and 6 two case studies are provided to illustrate examples of organizations that deal with their SECO on a daily basis.

2 Level 1: External View on Ecosystems

In literature many different views on software ecosystems are found. Farbey and Finkelstein [8] define four different “rungs” for SECOs to be at. At the first rung there is just a market relationship with a dominant focal firm, at the second rung there exists some embryonic networking, at the third rung the focal firm has decreased power and stimulates communities of practice, and at the fourth rung there exists a community of creation, where there is no dominant firm and power is distributed. Iansiti and Levien [9] directly oppose this view of the fourth rung by stating that keystones are the driving forces behind SECOs and provide stability in unstable environments. They further state that in an unstable network, sooner or later a keystone player rises. Den Hartigh et al. [7] explicitly mention two perspectives being “company level” and “ecosystem level”. The company and ecosystem levels are similar to the organizational and SECO perspectives taken in this paper.

Jan Bosch adds two other SECO dimensions to the taxonomy: category and platform [4]. Category defines whether the SECO enables participation through building applications on top of an operating system, through application extensions on top of a (product) platform, or by enabling end-users to develop extensions through a domain specific language. The platform determines whether the platform is a web technology, a desktop technology, or a mobile technology. For example, an application centric web platform is SalesForce, because its application is supplied through the web and SalesForce enables third-party developers to build plug-ins for SalesForce in different shapes and sizes, such as mobile and web applications. SalesForce presently contains 80,000 custom applications and 800 components in its force.com component platform.

2.1 Defining Ecosystem Boundaries

Software ecosystems can be of the following types:
- **Market** - A SECO can be centered around one specific market, such as the Computer Aided Design (CAD) market, the portable music player market, or the Dutch small-to-medium enterprise resource planning market. Participants in these market-oriented ecosystems function as a unit (at the least) in that they supply customers with similar products and the loosest relationships amongst them are competitive.

- **Technology** - A SECO can be based on a specific technology, such as the The Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Business Rules (SBVR) standard, the Ruby programming language, or the Internet V6 Protocol. Participants in these ecosystems typically are of any kind, although the owner of the technology's intellectual property is generally found to be a keystone player in the SECO.

- **Platform** - SECOs can be focused around one specific platform or product, such as the Eclipse platform, the Microsoft CRM platform, and the Ruby on Rails framework. Platforms are characterized by the fact that their functionality can be extended by the addition of components (generally in a native format) or the presence of an Application Programming Interface (API). Platform SECOs are generally easily identified and enable commoditization of functionality, packaged in components and frequently sold in specific component marketplaces (such as the iPhone’s AppStore or the Android Market). By definition the platform supplier is a keystone firm.

- **Firm** - SECOs can also be defined around one firm, such as the Microsoft SECO, the Google SECO, or the SAP SECO. The firm plays the role of keystone supplier in several platform ecosystems. An interesting property of firm SECOs is that dependent on the strategy of the firm there exists strong or weak cohesion between the different participants.

Each of the ecosystem types has a number of factors that can further reduce the scope of the SECO, such as geographic restrictions (European, Dutch, etc.), component specification (location-based iPhone Apps, tax regulation components for SAP, etc.), or even license restrictions (open source, GPL, etc.) Furthermore, when a platform supplier supplies just one platform, the platform ecosystem is generally equal to the firm’s ecosystem.

### 2.2 External Characteristics and Performance

SECOs have several external characteristics that identify it to the outside world. The external characteristics provide other organizations a quick insight into the SECO’s defining boundaries and its main properties for a quick analysis of potential opportunities and threats from the SECO. These characteristics are split up into general, participants, and value characteristics. One of these general characteristics are the boundaries that define the SECO, such as the underlying technology used by participants in the SECO, the platform(s) used in the SECO, and the market(s) in which the SECO plays a role. Other general characteristics are the age of the ecosystem and its history.
A SECO is further defined by its participants. An outside viewer who is interested in a SECO will want to know who the keystone organizations are, such as platform suppliers, standards organizations, and other organizations that define how the SECO acts and develops itself. Furthermore, the outside viewer will want to know what types of customers are active within the SECO. Another aspect that must be considered is a SECO’s connectedness to other SECOs. If a SECO is strongly embedded in several other SECOs, its participants will better recover from radical changes in the SECO. Finally, the value of a SECO, i.e., all technology and value streams within it, define the external view on a SECO.

The external characteristics provide a one-dimensional view of a SECO. A SECO becomes more interesting when looking at its performance and its most recent developments. Fundamentally, recent developments in value, numbers of participants, customers, and entries of new keystone players can indicate or cause swift changes to the SECO. Another aspect of SECOs that draws from biology, is the concept of SECO health. SECO health is determined by the robustness, productivity, and niche creation within a SECO [9]. Robustness is a term that describes how well a SECO can recover from major stress, such as the removal of a keystone, the demise of a large part of the niche players, or from a revolutionary technological advancement that competes with a large part of the SECO. Productivity describes the activeness of the SECO, i.e., how much business is created, how much value is added, and how many new players are joining. Finally, niche creation describes the SECO’s ability to create new opportunities for new entrants and old actors to jump onto new business opportunities.

3 Level 2: Internal View of a SECO

A SECO is more than just the sum of its parts, i.e., actors such as independent software vendors, customers, resellers, or outsources. Many characteristics define the dynamics and identity of a SECO, amongst which are size, types of actors, roles, connectedness, etc. The SECO scope has received more attention from authors such as Iyer [1] and Iansiti and Levien [10]. Iansiti and Levien provide comprehensive overviews of the different roles actors can play within a SECO and also describe several effects of strategic choices on the overall health of a SECO. Iyer on the other hand created many different software ecosystem models\(^3\) that display the development of these models over time. These models provide interesting insights into the life and death of certain technologies and platforms and their accompanying SECOs. Another closely related work is that of Den Hartigh et al. [7], which studies partner health and network health to assist software vendors in assessing the health of their SECOs. Their operationalization of the health concepts posed by Iansiti and Levien, though pragmatic in nature, provides deep insight into how health concepts can be applied in practice and can be used to control and steer quality in the SECO.

\(^3\) many different visualizations can be found at http://softwareecosystems.com
3.1 Ecosystem Roles

In healthy software ecosystems, i.e., that exert robustness, productivity, and enable niche creation[9], two roles can be played safely by organizations over a longer period of time. The first role is the role of keystone, i.e., providing a standard or platform technology that provides a fundament for (part of) the ecosystem. The second role is the role of niche player, a player that requires the standard or platform technology provided by the keystone player for creating business value. Other parts have not yet proven successful in the long run. The role of dominator, i.e., an organism that progressively assimilates or eliminates others (keystones, other dominators, and niche players) in an ecosystem, may prove successful for a short period of time, but after the critical mass of the ecosystem has diminished the dominator has to become the sole provider of innovation within the ecosystem, while still providing enough capacity to serve the full customer base of the ecosystem. Several examples have shown that strong dominators either destroy the ecosystem or are regulated by external factors, such that the ecosystem can survive. A second role that is unsuccessful for longer periods of time is the role of a niche player that is mutually dependent on the absence of a keystone. Eventually, the niche player submits to the keystone player or raises another niche player to the level of keystone player by becoming dependent on it. In biology, a keystone is defined as a species that governs most important ecosystem health, often without being a significant portion of the ecosystem itself[17].

Hagel, Brown and Davison [11] state that software ecosystems are made up of shapers and participants. Shapers appear to be equivalent to the keystones of Iyer [1] and Iansiti and Levien [10]. Hagel, Brown and Davison state that there are three things a keystone player needs: a keystone view, a keystone platform, and the keystone player should exert keystone behavior. The keystone view is identified by the fact that the player provides focus, identifies opportunities, and describes fundamental forces for other players in the SECO. The keystone platform should provides leverage, define standards and practices, foster specialisation, and increases in value with the number of participants. Finally, the player must act by creating keystone credibility, limit risks for new adopters, and show that a long term commitment can be expected from the player. Fundamentally, keystones aim to improve the overall health of their ecosystems by providing a stable and predictable set of common assets that other organizations use to build their own offerings. More concretely, keystones create and share value within a software ecosystem[10].

Hagel, Brown, and Davison [11] also describe followers in the SECO, equivalent to niche players. These belong to any one of the following three: hedgers, disciples, and influencers. Hedgers participate in two competing SECOs, to minimize risks. A disciple is an early adopter of a keystone technology, and is willing to spread the word about the keystone technology. Finally, an influencer not only actively participates in the SECO, but exerts its influence on the keystone player, for instance by filing feature requests, organizing conferences, and forming lobbies. Iyer adds another role to the list of roles, called “broker”. The
broker is an actor that serves as an interface between two other actors, for example a standards body. Another role is the role of “bridge”, which is active in two SECOs and can exert a certain amount of influence in both. The bridge, better defined as a property rather than a role, can transfer resources, such as knowledge, money, and people across different SECOs. In software ecosystems a bridge role is generally played by middleware companies who develop software that connects different technologies. For the rest of this paper we use the widely recognized roles being: dominators, keystones, and niche players.

3.2 Internal Characteristics

SECO insight provides (potential) actors with the ability to discover opportunities and threats. SECO insight also enables actors to take on a role that influences the success of a SECO. To get a quick overview of a SECO, several characteristics must be measured.

The first characteristic is the composition of a SECO, i.e., what types of actors exist, how large are they, what role do they take on, and in what frequencies do they occur. The composition of a SECO explains how it functions and how well it responds to changes. The composition of a SECO also includes the size of the SECO which also largely influences the stability and success of a SECO. The size of a SECO is measures in number of actors, but more importantly its economic size indicates how successful the SECO is at any moment. For economic measures the work of den Hartigh et al. [7] provides a useful overview. For each actor in the ecosystem one can gather the following data: earnings before interest and tax over total assets, total revenue over total assets, liquidity, annual solvency development, retained earnings over total assets, total asset growth, and working capital over total assets.

The entry barriers into a SECO can take on several shapes and sizes, and knowledge on the entry barriers provides orchestrators with one of the keys to growing the SECO. As defined in section 1 the SECO is further defined by its underlying technologies and platforms. These technologies and platforms define what an actor must adopt to become an entrant to the SECO. To become completely embedded in a SECO can be easy (simply add your application to Google’s Android Market) or heavily complex (get your component certified by SAP to become part of a preferred component program). Another one of these entry barriers is the way in which business opportunities are created and the amount of openness in the SECO.

Stability is a determining characteristic of a SECO, after all it convinces actors that the SECO is here to stay and provides business opportunities. Stability is in large part defined by the “faithfulness” of members, i.e., how frequently do members leave the SECO. Stability is also gained by sufficient orchestration. Orchestration techniques (see section 4.2 for definitions) are for instance regulation, certification, and the introduction of standards. These orchestration techniques are generally used to improve a SECO, but can also be detrimental to a SECO, when the keystone player imposes too confining regulations. A useful term here is tenancy, which describes the price of participation in a SECO imposed by a
strong keystone player. If the price of this tenancy becomes too high, i.e., the
costs of operating in the SECO, actors will seek alternatives. Good examples of
tenancy are the percentage of the revenue that actors must give up in mobile
application stores (30% for the iPhone and Android) to the SECO keystone.

3.3 Performance and Evolution

SECO characteristics provide insight but several other aspects need to be taken
into account, such as history and recent development. Actors will generally be
discouraged to join a SECO if a dominator is clearly active in the SECO. One
such example is the integrated development environment Visual Studio. Visual
Studio’s recent acquisitions of devBiz and SysInternals, but also their reputation
of rebuilding and integrating useful plug-ins developed by third parties, put it in
the dominator category. This is in stark contrast to the Eclipse plug-in SECO,
where plug-ins can employ any type of business model without having to fear
competition from Eclipse itself.

Finally, one of the most important indicators to studying SECOs is SECO
health. Business ecosystem health is first defined by Iansiti and Levien [9]. These
health indicators are taken by Den Hartigh et al. [7] to describe several oper-
tional measures for the health of a business ecosystems. Their measures are
directly applicable to the SECO domain. Some examples are survival rates, net-
work stability, network connectedness, centrality, costs of upgrading over several
versions of the keystone technology, etc. The authors propose that the health indi-
cators developed are used to further develop an instrument that enables actors
to be more selective in regards to their partners.

In practice the characteristics defined above are not always available or mea-
surable. Several questions arise, such has how to gather financial data on actors.
In this case other operational measures can be employed to gain a quick overview.
For example, in June of 2009, the component store of Apple’s iPhone contains
approximately 35,000 applications. This number is much higher than Google An-
droid’s with approximately 5,000 applications. If these numbers are related to
downloads (1 billion compared to 40 million for the Android market), it is easy
to see what mobile application store will generate the most short term revenue.

4 Level 3: Organization Centric Perspective

The organization centric perspective has received some attention in our ear-
lier work [13, 6, 5]. The organization centric perspective looks at the measures a
software-related business can take to create or leverage the surrounding SECO.
On the organization level, performance and evolution are dependent on the deci-
sions of entrepreneurs, i.e., not so strongly dependent on the software ecosystems.
Therefore, performance and evolution are considered less relevant on this level
for studying SECOs.
4.1 Extended Software Enterprise

Moore stated the role of the Extended Enterprise in a business ecosystem in his praised business ecosystem model [16]. This model can be further decorated to apply to software businesses specifically, introducing the concept of the Extended Software Enterprise (ESE). An ESE is a software enterprise that has abolished selected barriers surrounding its intellectual property to create value by sharing it with the surrounding software ecosystem. An ESE does not necessarily have a commercial goal, as many organizations have shown, such as the Eclipse Foundation and the Apache Foundation. An ESE is not necessarily the same as a keystone player; niche players can open up their intellectual property as well. For example, a niche player might wish to influence the software ecosystem by publishing an API to the product of an ecosystem leader. Also, a niche player might want to put customers directly in contact with the keystone player, to divert problems to its original source. A defining characteristic of an ESE is its willingness to contribute to and profit from its surrounding ecosystem.

An ESE is characterized by openness, but of course that threatens the business model. An independent software vendor can take steps to become more open from three perspectives. First, from the product perspective, an ESE can choose to modularize its functionality, such that separate parts of it can be exploited. Furthermore, the ESE can share product knowledge that is considered part of the intellectual property. Thirdly, an ESE can create APIs and when possible stimulate end-user development. Another example of a measure an ESE can take is to create reuse policies, create a reuse enabling architecture, and support interchangeable data formats.

From the operational perspective, the ESE can share knowledge in regards to research and development, product management, sales and marketing, and support. For research and development the ESE can choose to open up bug repositories, share newly found innovations, outsource research and development tasks, and even share source code. In regards to product management the ESE can open up the requirements engineering process, such that customers get to vote on important features, share road maps, coordinate release times, etc. In regards to sales and marketing an ESE can share customer and supplier information, market research, and develop innovative licensing methods, such as for instance open source commercial business models. In regards to support, an ESE can decide to use partners to provide support to customers and to share incident databases with the outside world.

From an entrepreneurial perspective, the ESE can share a research, market, and technology vision with its partners. Furthermore, the ESE can share quality criteria, share process knowledge, and even introduce partner certification. Also, the ESE can stimulate the use of standards, share its long term plans, and create internal and external component markets. Finally, the ESE can create partner programs, provide insight into the full partner network, and form a lobby together with partners.
4.2 The Role of Orchestration

SECO Orchestration describes the arrangement, coordination, and management of actors and networks in a SECO. SECO orchestration is a task for keystone players in a SECO, although the task is not defined explicitly and frequently lies in the hands of several players in the SECO. Several common orchestration techniques exist, such as creating a component store, introducing interoperable software standards [2], legislation of quality standards, introducing quality standards and certification programs, sharing of a SECO vision, and explicitly defining the boundaries of a SECO. For reasons of brevity these coordination techniques can only be discussed briefly. The applicability of orchestration techniques is dependent on the characteristics of the SECO. In a stable SECO in which niche players have been locked-in the introduction of tenancy is applicable, whereas in an open SECO, such as the Eclipse plug-in SECO, that would scare away many of the casual component developers.

Young SECOs commonly suffer from bootstrap problems: there are not enough adopters of the keystone technology to get a major return on investment and therefore there are insufficient new niche players to partake in the SECO. The investment to further encourage the development of the SECO is not made, i.e., the potential keystone player cannot afford to build reliable APIs, write comprehensive documentation, and adopt a long-term SECO view. If sufficient resources are available, there are ways to bootstrap a software ecosystem: first a potential keystone provider should make their technology reusable through APIs, REST calls, plug-in infrastructures, etc. A second step is to encourage niche players to become active in the SECO. There are several ways to do this, such as revenue sharing, introducing direct rewards for niche players, establishing a partner network, etc. The strategy to bootstrap a SECO depends on what convinces a niche player to adopt the keystone technology. In some cases the introduction of a component or plug-in certification program might be enough, in others a full standard (such as XBRL) must first be introduced to get an active community around a technology. Two examples of SECOs that were bootstrapped from the beginning are described in the case studies below.

5 Case 1: GX

GX is a Dutch company with approximately 200 employees, active in the content management systems market in both the Netherlands and the United States. GX’s product, WebManager, is a content management system that is used by many large organizations to build and maintain complex websites and web applications.

GX recently noticed that they were gathering a significant amount of partners surrounding their product and the company. Furthermore, increasing amounts of developers were developing plug-ins and extra components haphazardly, based on the extendible Java architecture of WebManager. Since 2007 GX has explicitly been managing its SECO. Some interesting steps were taken by GX, such as separating the project and product organizations, making a large part of the
company just another implementation partner, equal to third-party implementation partners. The partner network of GX is now steadily growing for three reasons: GX has created a partner-friendly environment, the main product is relatively successful, and there are so many business opportunities that GX needs a partner network to satisfy all customers.

GX did not focus on its partner organization alone: soon a large number of developers surrounded the product and a community started growing. This community desperately needed an API to the product, so that plug-ins could be created, such as multimedia content viewers. As soon as GX created the API, several partner organizations started developing plug-ins. There exists some healthy competition between the partners, however, which resulted in different partners developing similar functionality. To circumvent this from happening too frequently the WebManager component exchange was started. Presently, the component exchange contains well over 100 components, which are available for free or for a small sum of money. GX has changed their vision on software development radically. GX wants to be as open an enterprise as possible, mostly because it enables GX to further grow the numbers of developers for WebManagers and more importantly because it enables GX to focus on its own strategy (and thereby the SECO strategy). One of the more successful measures GX has taken is build a component certification tool that semi-automatically verifies and certifies third-party plug-ins. The certification tool enables GX to quickly see whether the component does not break any interaction standards and that it lives up to GX’s quality criteria.

5.1 GX SECO Developments and Health

It is hard to measure the health of the GX SECO, since it is still young. The SECO appears to be growing rapidly (from 0 to 40 to 55 partners in three consecutive years) but this could be caused by the fact that the SECO is still young. Its growth must stabilize (in the Netherlands at least) since the content management system market in the Netherlands is saturated compared to developing countries. GXs partners range from small consultancy firms to large internationals.

Should we employ the measures on partner and network health of Den Hartigh et al. [7], an unfair image would arise since some of the smaller consultants take on large parts of the work, whereas some of the larger consultants have only recently entered the partner program. GX measures its own health by the number of components they have in their component store, by the number of times their product is deployed, and by their number of partners.

5.2 GX SECO Conclusions

There are several aspects to the success of GXs software ecosystem. The content management systems market is “SECO friendly” for two reasons. The first reason is that content management systems can be implemented across different domains. The domain specificity has led to GX developing a flavour of their
product specifically for the governmental market, for instance, and several other domains are specifically treated by partners. GX consciously makes the decision for each incoming customer whether it fits the GX domain or whether this is a job for a more suitable partner with domain specific knowledge. The second reason why the content management systems market is “SECO friendly” is that content management systems have many diverse applications that span different domains. A YouTube plug-in, for instance, is useful in both the governmental and industrial domain. The multitude of applications almost forced GX to start their component market, simply because they themselves could not develop all possible extensions required on today’s web. Other examples of such SECO friendly applications are mobile operating systems, large ERP applications, game platforms, and social network applications.

6 Case 2: The Open Design Alliance

The Open Design Alliance (ODA) is an organization that strives for open standards with respect to CAD formats, and more specifically the .dwg file format. The ODA consists of around 650 commercial members and 35 sustaining members. The ODA develops the ODA libraries, which can be included in any CAD product to enable reading and writing of .dwg formatted files. The ODA currently employs 28 people, of which 25 are developers. The ODA has four different member types, being associate, commercial, sustaining, and founding. Each of these membership types has different rights, privileges, and costs.

- **Associate** members pay an annual sum of 100 dollars to gain access to the ODA libraries for research and development purposes. The libraries can not be redistributed or sold in combination with other products.
- **Commercial** members pay an annual sum of 1,500 dollars to gain access to the ODA libraries for internal use and redistribution to a maximum of 100 customers. Furthermore, commercial members receive support from ODA developers.
- **Sustaining** members pay an annual sum of 3,000 dollars to sell and distribute the ODA libraries to any number of customers. Furthermore, the ODA will promote the member’s contribution, by including member names and logo’s in its promotion.
- **Founding** members pay an annual sum of 12,000 dollars to gain full access to the source code of the ODA libraries. Furthermore, founding members can make use of the ODA’s exclusive consultancy services. Finally, founding members elect and propose candidates for the ODA Board of Directors.

Membership is gained after approval from the ODA Board of Directors. The ODA maintains its ecosystem by organizing conferences, publishing books and learning materials, and a newsletter.

The ODA has been created to enable organizations to use the .dwg file format in an open manner, which is in sharp contrast with the aims of the .dwg format’s original creator, AutoDesk. Interestingly, AutoDesk has created its own SECO,
including different partnership levels, being standard, professional, and premier. The first two levels are similar to the commercial and sustaining levels of the ODA, where the premier level is comparable to the founding level of the ODA. For AutoDesk memberships do tend to be approximately twice as expensive, and access to source code is never granted. The material for the ODA case study was mostly gathered during an annual ODA conference, organized in the Netherlands.

6.1 ODA SECO Developments and Health

Three SECOs play a part in the ODA’s history. First, the firm’s SECO consists of all those who use the ODA’s components and platform. Secondly, the ODA is a major player in the dwg technology ecosystem. Finally, the ODA’s platform ecosystem is part of the larger CAD SECO. Because the ODA delivers one platform the firm’s SECO and the platform SECO are equivalent.

The ODA has an interesting history in the context of SECOs. First, the ODA was founded as a company by between six and ten other companies around 1990, feeling the need to open up the dwg file format. In 1998 the Visio corporation, now part of the Microsoft Corporation, acquired the company. Soon the Visio corporation realised that the expertise within their newly acquired team was not specific to Visio, but to many others as well. Visio founded the ODA as it is now known in 2003 and opened up its membership to others.

Another interesting development is that the ODA started out as an organization that focused on opening the dwg standard to software vendors of all shapes and sizes. During its lifetime, however, the focus widened to include several other complementing and competing standards into the libraries. As the amount and variety of formats that were included in the libraries increased, the structure of the software evolved as well. Presently, the ODA platform consists of viewers, readers, APIs and documentation that enable developers to access and modify CAD related storage formats. Along with these developments came a name change: the ODA libraries became the ODA platform.

Many of the current utilities in the ODA platform were supplied or purchased from third-parties, which thereby enriched the ODA platform. As these third-party utilities were included in the platform with increasing frequency the ODA realised that the platform needed to facilitate this type of reuse. Recently, the ODA started the Third-party Supplier Program, a program that enables sustaining and founding members to contribute their own components to the platform. The ODA platform is then used as a reseller platform, although the license agreements and billing are arranged by the members themselves. Finally, the ODA platform is trying to be more effective for its members by focusing on vertical markets. Presently, the ODA platform contains components for the geo-information market and for the architecture market. The ODA is researching other areas that are of interest to its members.

The ODA SECO is healthy. The ODA actively creates business opportunities for third parties and exerts and shares its technology and future vision. The ODA SECO is robust, mostly due to its consortium structure that enables it
to survive through technological breakthroughs, internal competition, or even extreme competition from other SECOs, such as the AutoDesk SECO.

6.2 ODA SECO Conclusions

The ODA is a rare case of an independent software vendor that is not allowed to make profit: every dollar made should go back into further development of the platform. This has several implications for the SECO. Because the ODA is run by members, a small layer of management (four people) is required to steer the organization. All other personnel are approximately 25 developers who do nothing but add value to the platform. An interesting effect of this structure is that the ODA has a high level of credibility with its members, since the members feel they can influence decisions that are made by the ODA.

The ODA measures its success in the number of members it has. The members are the most valuable asset to the ODA, since they enable, through their membership fee, the ODA to get more developers. The ODA actively brings together its members to create a more active community, since the members are dispersed all over the globe. Members are brought together through conferences, local meetings, an online forum, and a monthly newsletter.

The openness of the ODA SECO is a threat to the business model of the dwg format of AutoDesk, which has led to a number of lawsuits from AutoDesk towards the ODA. These lawsuits are a relatively successful competition strategy, considering that they tend to cost the ODA a lot of money, a resource that is normally used to employ platform developers. The ODA SECO can be considered to be in direct competition with the AutoDesk SECO, since AutoDesk does provide APIs to access the dwg format to its own members.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

Due to the changing state of the software industry software ecosystems and extended software enterprises are essential concepts to explain the life and death of independent software vendors. This paper provides an overview of these concepts and illustrates them with two case studies. The case studies are used to show different examples of measures software vendors can take to thrive in SECOs. The concepts are useful to both researchers who wish to study software ecosystems and to entrepreneurs who wish to improve their business by leveraging their partner networks.

The overview serves as a jumping board for future research. To begin with, the concept of the extended software enterprise is currently not validated. Secondly, the orchestration techniques described in this paper need to be further validated and annotated with economic data to show the success (or failure) of such measures. Finally, this paper calls for more detailed case studies of SECOs and their specific characteristics, to further illustrate the effects of SECOs on independent software vendors.
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